
TESTING l'IrOTOCYCLES. 

Speed in a motor carriage is desirable, but it i� not, 
however, the first requisite, for general utility and 
safety are of more real importance than great speed. 
That this is now recog-nized iE shown by the fact that 
in the Engineer horseless carriage contest, which will 
be held in 1896, no speed greater than ten miles an 
hour will have any weight with the judges. When 
the Chicago Times-Herald made their offer of $5,000 
to be awarded to successful horseless carriages, it was 
with the earnest desire that the contest should add to 
the sum of our mechanical knowledge in this branch 
of transportation. The race of November 28 was not 
quite as picturesque as those held 
in Franc!', owing to the fact that 
the number of contestants was 
small and the roads were in a very 
bad condition ; but it is probable 
that this race will really be of more 
permanent value than those held 
abroad in the adl'ancement of the 
art and in the stimulating of Ame
rican inventors to renewed efforts. 
It is stated that more than five 
hundred applications for im prove
lllents in motor carriages have been 
filed in a few months in the Patent 
Office. The excellent rules which 
obtained in making the awards 
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used and also a view of the testing plant when it was 
erected at. Washington Park. It was designed by Mr. 
L. L. Summers and Mr. John Lundie. As will be 
seen by the diagram, the apparatus consisted of two 
distinct parts, one an absorption brake dynamometer 
and the other a pull bar or traction dynamometer. 

The motocycle was run up the inclined surface and 
the front wheels were firmly wedged up with blocks. 
The rear or driving wheels rested on friction drums, as 
shown in the diagram and illustration. A pulley on 
the shaft of the friction drum was connected with the 
lever of the Prony brake, which is a typical form of 
the absorption dynamometer. It consists of a lever 

PLatform. 

APPARATUS FOR TESTING MOTOCYCLES. 

were largely responsible for the scientific value of the connected to the revolving shaft in such a manner that 
race. The following rules were adopted: the friction induced between the surfaces in contact 

"1. A preliminary test of all vehicles entered for will tend to rotate the arm in the same direction in 
competition shall be held by the judges under such which the shaft revolves. This rotation is counter· 
rules as the judges may determine on, and for such a balanced and weighed by means of a platform scale. 
distance as they may decide. At this test the judges The horse power or work of the shaft is determined 
I1Iay debar such constructions as in their opinion do with the aid of a simple formula from Kent's Pocket 
not possess features entitling them to further consid- Book: Let W equal the work of the shaft which 
eration. It is stipulated, however, that all motor ve- equals the power absorbed per minute, P equal the 
hicles which won prizes or honorable mention in the unbalanced pressure of weight in pounds acting on 
Paris-Rouen contest of 1894 or in the recent race be- the lever arm, let L equal leugth of lever arm ill feet 
tween Paris and Bordeaux shall not be compelled to from center of shaft, V equal the velocity of a point 
com pete in the preliminary t!'st, but shall be admitted in feet per minute a t  a distance equal to the length of 
upon proper application to the final competition. I the lever arm in feet to the center of the shaft, if the 

"2. In making awards, the judges will carefuily con- arm were allowed to rotate at the speed of the shaft, 
sider the various points of excellence as displltyed by I and N equal the number of revolutions per minute; 
the respective vehicles, and so far as po�sible select as' from these factors the horse power is easily obtained. 
prize winners those constructions which combine in' W = PV =2 1tLNP. :Now, since the horse power 
the highest degree the following features and re-' (H. P.) = PV -;- 33,000, we hal'e the following formula: 
quisit!'E, rating them of value in the order named: I H. P. = 2 1tLNP -;- 33,000. 

•• 3. Gen!'ral utility, ease of control and adaptability to; The drawbar pull test made it possi ble to obtain the 
the various forms of 
work which may be 
demanded of 3 vehi
cle motor. In other 
words, the construc
tion which is in every 
way the most practi
cal. 

"4. Speed. 
.. 5. Cost; which in

cl udes the original 
expense of the mo
tor, and its connect
ing mechanism, and 
the probable ann ual 
item of repairs. 

" 6 Economy of 
oppration; in which 
shall be taken into 
consideration the av
erage cost per mile 
of the power requir
ed at the various 
speeds which may b!' 
developed. 

"7. General ap
p!'arance and excel
lence of d e s  i g n . 
While it is desired 
that competing ve
hicles present as neat 
and elegant an ap
pearance as possible, 
it should be assumed 
that any skilled car
riage maker can sur
round a practical 
motor with a beauti
ful and even luxuri
ous frame." 

The tests to which 
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the motocycles were put were of a purely scientific na- power exerted by the v!'hicle and the tendency it will 
ture, as it was intended to separate the chimerical be able to exert in going ah!'ad, which is technically 
from the practical machine. By this means positive known as the .. draw bar pull." This pull is limited 
proof was obtained that the problem of horseless car- by the traction or friction which exists between the 
riages was one that inventors and manufacturers are wheel of the vehicle and the surface of the road. The 
in a fair way to solve. A complete detaileo report traction varies with the kind of road, and in the tests 
of the judges was published in SUPPLEMENTS of the vehicles, roads of all kinds were represented 
1058, 1059 and 1060. To test the motocycle, a very by changing the surface of the revolving drum. The 
complete testing plant was installed first at Wash- results obtained do not determine the facts alone, but 
ington Park and later on in a building which had show the relation between the artificial surfaces and 
been put at the disposal of the judges by Stude- the testing machine and the actual road conditions, 
baker Brothers. We give a diagram of the apparatus and thus enable corrections to be applied to all vehi-
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clio's and enable the determination of their actions on 
any.road to be accurately made. This drawbar pull 
and the horse power were both measured with the aid 
of platform scales. 

The Morris & Salom electro bat, which received the 
gold medal, and which we illustrated in the issue of 
November 16, 1895, was tested as follows: 

Tests were made first by ascertaining the internal 
losses of the motors and gearing and the friction of 
the wheel surface and bearings. These determinations 
were made by driving the mechanism from an external 
source of power and measuring accurately the speed 
of the vehicle and the pull exerted. It is possible b y  

this method to make a most deli
cate test of the power developed. 
In the Morris & Salom vehicle these 
determinations were thus made, 
and as the vehicle is driven electri
cally, when the motor on the vehi
cle was operated, the power im
parted to the motor could also be ac
curately determined, and the power 
developed at thA wheels, added 
to that lost in the mechanism, was 
th us ascertained. As the power de
veloped was measured by means of 
the dynamometer, adding thellosses 
previously determined gave the 
same results as those obtained by 

the electrical method, so that the accuracy of the de
terminations was thus checked and found to agree 
identically. That the electrical and mechanical 
methods should thus agree speaks well for the system 
of making the determinations, the care of the ob
servers of the instruments and the accuracy of the 
instruments themselves. 

Determinations of the losses between the driving 
motor and the run of the wheel upon the road surface 
were thus made. These determinations were mad e in
d!'pendently of the motor on the vehicle proper, as 
the testing apparatus har! been equipoised with. a 
power driving device which allows very sensitive meas
urements to be made. 

In one of the tests a determination was made of the 
friction of a ball bearing- pneumatic-tired wheel, run
ning on a perfectly level surface. Although there was 
no lo a d  imposed on these wheels, the testing appar
atus was EO delicate that this determination was made 
without difficulty, and whenever the hand was placed 
gently upon the vehicle the effect was instantly ap-

parent upon the dy
namometer, which 
was specially design
ed for m o t o c y cle 
testing. In all me
thods of testing ve
hicles h e r  e t 0 f o r  e 
practiced, the dyna
mometer measure
ment has been one 
of the most difficult 
determinations t o  
make. 

••• 
Expe rtlllents In 

Frozen Water. 
It is quite gener

ally suppos:;d, says 
Public Opinion, that 
the sudden and com
plete f r e e z i n g of 
l a k e s  and water
courses must neces
sarily be fatal to all 
t h e  i r inhabitants. 
Recent experiments 
by a French scien
tist, M. P. Regnard, 
ha ve proved this to 
be an error. He 
cooled the water in 
an aquarium con
taining live carp to 
different degrees be
low freezing. At 0° 

C. the fishes seemed 
to fall a�leep, but 
were not frozen. At 
_3° they wer� ap
parently dead, but 
retained their flexi-

bility. The water being then gradually warmed, they 
revived, be!("an to swim, anrl showed no si!("ns of suf
fering. This would indicate that the polal' seas, whose 
temperature never falls below 30 C., may be a con
genial abode for creatures inured to this degree of 
cold. 

••••• 

ACCORDING to a cable dispatch the Governor of 
Yakutsk reports officially that the inhabitants of Ust
Yansk have not heard anything about Dr. Nansen, the 
Arctic explorer, who was recently reported to be re

turning after having reached the North Pole. 
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